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ABSTRACT 

The common theme which appears to have evolved in the actuarial methodology for 
determining self-insurance funding contributions can be described in basic terms as 
a two-step process: (a) estimating expected retained losses for the self-insured entity 
and (b) estimating a safety margin or risk loading to maintain funding at a selected 
high level of confidence. Variations on this general theme abound. Using Hospital 
Professional Liability as an example, this paper sets forth a simulation technique 
which approximates the aggregate loss distribution and the distribution of required 
funding to cover losses, focusing on the interaction of several variables. Special 
emphasis is placed on treating the run-off of the fund’s prior year losses and the 
prospective target year losses simnltaneously in determining the required funding on 
a year-by-year basis. 
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HOSPITAL SELF-INSURANCE FUNDING: A MONTE CARLO APPROACH 

The establishment of self-insured trust funds has become, over the last IO-12 years, a widely 

accepted response by U.S. hospitals to an increasingly constricted liability and workers’ 

compensation market. Accurate estimates relating to the total aggregate hospital funding for 

self-insurance may be difficult if not impossible to come by, but it seems apparent that here 

in the late 1980’s the larger hospitals (say, 500 beds and up) who self insure a significant first 

layer for at least their professional liability exposure are the rule rather than the exception. 

The determination of appropriate funding ievels for self-insured funds calls for the careful 

application of a special chapter from the property-casualty actuarial repertoire. It appears 

from this author’s perspective that, for the most part, actuarial input of one kind or another 

has been solicited and delivered as an integral part of the hospital self-insurance planning 

process. (It should be acknowledged, of course, that no small factor in the prominence and high 

visibility of this actuarial input was the inclusion by the HEW Department of required actuarial 

“certification” of self-insured funding levels in their original funding guidelines for Medicare 

reimbursement purposes in the mid 1970’s. No attempts will be made by this author to 

chronicle the evolution of the Medicare guidelines. The concepts discussed in this paper are 

intended to be more generic, concentrating on the intrinsic risk encountered by a self-insuring 

entity and the funding required to retain and sustain that risk -- irrespective of government 

guidelines.) 

Basic Principles 

Any practicing actuary searching for a standard “cookbook” or “generally recognized” approach 

to calculating funding levels for self-insured funds will probably end up waving the white flag. 

It seems that there have evolved over the past decade or so several (dozens, maybe) 

methodologies or families of methodologies which represent variations on a general theme. 

Despite all the variations, it appears that the common denominator among all self-insurance 

funding procedures can be described in general terms as follows: An expected annual retained 

loss is estimated for the hospital, using the hospital’s own loss experience to the extent deemed 

credible (and outside data otherwise), and, to supplement this expected level, a so/efy mnrgin 

or risk loading is included in the funding, based in one way or another on some measurement 

of the distribution of aggregate retained losses and defining confidence intervals from that 

distribution. Beyond this simple theme, though, variations of all shapes and forms (which may 

be equally defensible) abound. 
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In the process of walking through the development of a self-insurance procedure, or one 

“variation’ on the common theme, this author found that the first major building block beyond 

the central theme is the treatment of the funding calculation for the first year of a fund 

contrasted with the “renewal” funding for each year thereafter. For the initial funding 

calculation one is concerned only with the prospective expected retained losses for the target 

year and with the confidence levels around that expected level. For each year thereafter, the 

funding level would logically be predicated on the amount required to run off the losses from 

prior years as well as the amount required for the prospective target year. With these dual 

objectives in mind, we can set forth our first general expression for determining a self-insured 

funding level: 

Indicated funding for year N 
+ Current Assets of fund 

= present value of losses from prior years paid in years N forward 
+ Present value of losses incurred in year N. 

When N=l, of course, the current assets = 0 and there is no runoff from prior years. For N z 

1, however, the remaining unpaid losses from prior years and the projected losses for the next 

target year are treated simuitaneously in determining what additional funding, when combined 

with the current assets which were generated from prior funding and the interest earned 

thereon, will be necessary to cover all future losses. 

The two loss categories in the above general expression are, of course, treated as random 

variables and thus the value solved for -- the required year N funding level -- is also defined 

as a random variable. After the probability distribution of this random variable is 

approximated, a funding level is then determined corresponding to a desired confidence level. 

It is safe to assume that most of the actuarial effort expended over the past few years in the 

self-insurance field has been in the determination of this probability distribution, given all of 

the necessary parameters. It is also pretty safe to assume that it is in this phase of the actuarial 

exercise that most of the wide variations on the theme occur. 

As the above basic formula implies, the annual funding amount is continually self-correcting, 

based on each new year’s experience. Not unlike pension plan funding, the actuarial “gains” or 

“deficits” from prior years, represented in the formula by the present value of the runoff of 

prior years’ losses less the current assets, are built into the formula to determine the indicated 

level of funding for the next year. Rather than treating the funding of each new year 

independently of the prior years and thereby stacking single year safety margins on top of prior 

single year safety margins, all years are treated collectively to determine the safety margin to 
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cover all losses. 

Expected Losses for Hospital 

This paper will not dwell on the details of analyzing the loss and exposure data of a particular 

hospital and the loss experience from pertinent “global” sources to supplement the hospital- 

specific data. It would seem that the choice of which loss reserving techniques to use to analyze 

the data and project expected loss costs per exposure unit to a target year would depend largely 

on the size of the hospital, the availability of loss data, and the judgement of the actuary doing 

the analysis. Conceivably, for large hospitals with as many as 8- 10 years of accessible loss data, 

one could construct historical loss development triangles, including paid and open claim counts 

and amounts, and determine historical development patterns based on the hospital’s data itself. 

For middle-sized hospitals, the actual claim data might be used, but for purposes of loss 

development and trending, more global (e.g., statewide or countrywide) indications would 

probably be required. Finally, for the small hospitals, the loss experience of the entity itself 

would rarely, if ever, be used and the expected loss costs might be derived exclusively from 

the global sources. 

Even for the larger hospitals, the final selection of the expected loss cost might be based to 

some extent on a credibility-weighted average of the hospital-specific data and the statewide 

average. Rather than being a slave to some dogmatic credibility standard (all together now, 682 

claims = 100% credibility, etc.), it would seem that a great deal of actuarial judgement should 

be exercised in arriving at the final selections, particularly since, from a subjective standpoint, 

there may well be some unique risk characteristics for the hospital in question (types of 

procedures, etc.) which should be reflected irrespective of its sheer size and statistical 

credibility. 

Given the projected expected loss cost for the hospital, the second task at hand in the 

procedure to determine funding levels is to approximate the probability distributions around 

the expected values from which confidence levels can be defined. To accomplish this task this 

author has developed a Monte Car10 simulation model to “sampfe” the experience of a fund, as 

defined by certain parameters, over a large number of trials (usually 1.000). Accordingly, no 

matter how the final weighted average expected loss cost is derived for the hospital, it will be 

necessary to break out this loss cost into a few key components, for purposes of generating the 

probability distribution. As a first step, an average claim cost (at some limit) and a total claim 

frequency would be determined, the product of which will equal the pure loss cost per 

exposure unit. The average claim cost can then be subdivided into: (a) average indemnity cost 
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and (b) average claim expense, while frequency can be subdivided into (c) percentage of claims 

closed with indemnity, (d) percentage of claims closed with claim expense only, and (e) 

percentage of claims closed with no payment. 

A quick preview of the key distributions which will need to be developed in the Monte Carlo 

model is as follows: 

(a) Distribution of indemnity amounts 

(b) Distribution of ALAE amounts 

(c) Claim frequeacy distribution 

(d) Claim reporting and claim payout distributions 

(e) For renewal funding: distribution of the number of IBNR’s 

from prior years, given the expected number of IBNR’s 

The key distributions used in the model will now be explored in some detail. 

THE INDEMNITY SIZE OF LOSS DISTRIBUTION 

The NAIC Closed Claim Studies 

Perhaps the most critical component in our procedure to approximate the confidence levels of 

self insurance funding is the distribution of indemnity amounts (from ground up, with no 

limit) for one accident year. Using medical professional liability as the line of business in 

question, we referred to the NAIC closed claim study.’ For this study, some 75,000 claims 

closed during the period 1975-78 were recorded. Among many other items of information, the 

accident dates, report dates, closed dates, and indemnity and ALAE amounts were included. 

It has been shown by many researchers’ that, in order for any calendar year closed claim 

distribution to accurately represent the claim-size distribution applicable to an accident year, 

some trending adjustments are necessary for both claim frequency and claim severity. For this 

author’s model claim-size distribution, we first devised annual indices of claim severity and 

frequency (both accident year) from available national data covering a period of about 20 years 

‘National Association of Insurance Commissioners, NAIC Malpractice Claims, 1980. 

%ef e, or example. Archer McWhorter. Jr., “Drawing Inferences from Medical Malpractice 
Closed Claim Studies”, The Jouronl of Risk and Insuraoce, XLV, no. I (March, 1978) and 
Michael R. Lamb, ‘Uses of Closed Claim Data for Pricing,” Pricing Property and Casualty 
Insurance Products, 1980 C.A.S. Discussion Paper Program, p. 219. 
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up to calendar year 1978 (the final closing year of the study). The frequency and severity 

indices for each year were then expressed in terms of the 1978 index equal to 1 .O. Then to each 

detail claim record.’ based on the accident date, we applied the reciprocal of the frequency 

index to the claim count (1 per record, initially) and the reciprocals of both the frequency and 

severity indices to the indemnity and ALAE amounts. As a result of this exercise, we 

produced a claim size distribution adjusted to represent the accident year 1978. 

A printout of the trend-adjusted claim size distribution (indemnity) is shown in Appendix A, 

page I. The brackets of indemnity size are set up on logarithmic (geometric) scale, with the 

end point of each bracket a coostant factor (about 1.3335) times the end point of the previous 

bracket. A plot of the histogram for the oon-zero members of this adjusted distribution is 

displayed on page 2 of Appendix A. The cumulative distribution ogive is then plotted on page 

3. But the most revealing and useful plot of this accident-year adjusted distribution is shown 

on pages 4-5, on which we have plotted the cumulative distribution on lognormal probability 

graph paper, the grids of which are constructed so that the cumulative distribution ogive of a 

lognormal probability distribution is a straight line. 

The lognormal model has been used extensively to represent claim size distributions in property 

and casualty lines4 Finger, in particular, used the lognormal model to determine implied 

increased limit factors for medical professional liability. It would follow, then, that the 

lognormal would be a good candidate to investigate for modelling self-insured losses. 

On the first page of our cumulative distribution graph (claims up to SlOO.OOO), the lognormal 

fit -- a straight line drawn though the points strictly by sight -- clearly is good enough to 

represent the actual data. On the continuation of the distribution on page 5, it can be noted 

that for values above about S500,OOO the actual data points veer out above the hand-selected 

lognormal line. There is a very plausible explanation for this. If the lognormal model does in 

fact provide a good representation of the claim size distribution with no limir, then the 

imposition of poIicy limits on the bigger claims in the data base itself would have had a 

dampening effect on the relative frequency of these claims in the higher, potentially excess, 

layers. It can be approximated from the graph, for example, that the extension of the 

% addition to referring to the hard-copy NAIC report, we also purchased the detail data 
tape from the association. 

%ee, for example, Charles C. Hewitt, Jr., “Credibility for Severity,” PCAS. LVII (1970). 
p. 148; David R. Bickerstaff, “Automobile Collision Deductibles and Repair Cost Groups: the 
Lognormal Model,” PCAS, LIX (1972). p. 68; and Robert J. Finger, ‘Estimating Pure Premiums 
by Layer -- an Approach,” PCAS, LX111 (1976). p. 34. 
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lognormal line would indicate a frequency of claims in the $2 million plus range about 4 to 5 

times greater than the actual data points would indicate. For this reason, more than any other, 

this author disdained any idea of walking through a rigorous, analytical curve-fitting 

choreography, which would have generated a ‘best fitting” line that understates the potential 

for big claims. 

The selected lognormal parameters for Indemnity 

We estimated a mean and variance from our fitted lognormal claim size distribution by marking 

off the median and standard deviation directly from the graph, using the 50 percentile and +1 

standard deviation marks on the vertical scale, as follows: 

Observed median = ep- 10650. 

Observed r = iog,(68000) - ioge(10650) = 1.853 

Our final selected value for the mean is, then 

exp(log,(10650)t(l.8S3)2/2) = 59300 . 

The coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by the mean) of the fitted distribution 

is calculated as follows: 

(CV)2= e@‘-1 

- 29.988 . 

Thus, for future modelling purposes, we set the CV value = a 

Working Size of Loss Model for Indemnity 

The absolute values of the 1978 NAIC closed claim distribution, even after adjusting for 

frequency and severity trends, are not particularly important to us - especially in 1989. The 

shupe of the adjusted, fitted distribution is the key parameter, measured by the CV. We 

believe that it is reasonable to assume that as the average unlimited indemnity increases over 

time or from one territory to another, the (CV)2 should remain relatively constant. This also 

implies that as the average unlimited claim increases k percent from one point in time to 

another, it is reasonable to expect that the entire distribution of claims moves up about k per 

cent. Put another way, an $800,000 claim has about the same relative niche in a distribution 
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whose unlimited mean is SlOO,OOO as a S400.000 claim in a distribution with half the unlimited 

mean. 

Our working indemnity distribution can, then, be represented by a lognormal distribution 

whose unlimited mean is 1.0 and whose (CV)’ is 30. as shown in page 6 of Appendix A. The 

top line represents the basic distribution of claims by size and the bottom tine depicts the first 

moment distribution.’ TO illustrate how this graph is read, from the top line one can note that 

about 82.5% of all claims are less than or equal to the mean and about 96.5% of the claims are 

less than or equal to five times the mean, From the bottom line, one can further note that 

about 18% of the total dollars in the distribution come from claims which are less than or equal 

to the mean and about 47% of the dollars from claims below five times the mean. 

Generation of random claim amounts from lopnormal model 

To tabulate sample claims from the lognormal distribution, our Monte Carlo model employs a 

random number generator which generates normal random numbers.‘The sample random claim 

size (indemnity) is determined from the following formula: 

X = exp(p + NV) 

wherep = mean of the logs of the distribution 

= SD. of ” l * ” 

N = normal random number (mean 0, var. 1). 

From the basic relationships of the lognormal distribution, 

M = expb +02/2) 

where M 3: mean of the distribution . 

Then we have 

P - loge(M) - 02/2 

‘For a discussion of moment 
distribution, see J. Aitchison and J. 
University Press, 1969). 

distributions and other attributes of the lognormal 
A. C. Brown, The Lognormal Distribution, (Cambridge 

*A full discussion of random number generation is beyond the scope of this paper. For 
further reference, we recommend G. S. Fishman, Principles of Discrete Event Simulation (New 
York: John Wiley & Eons, 1978), chap. 8-9. 
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and then the sample claim would be generated with 

X - exp(log,(M) - p-‘/2 + NV) . 

REPORT YEAR / CALENDAR YEAR STRATlFICATION OF ACCIDENT YEAR 

In our basic funding formula, it will be recalled that we were looking for the presenf value of 

future losses or the distribution of the present value of losses. Furthermore, the self insured 

retention (SIR) limit per claim, as regards the terms with an excess carrier, may be indexed, 

i.e., the excess attachment point would be increased a specified amount (or percentage) each 

year based on the calendar year that first payment is made on the claim. Thus, we are 

interested not only in the distribution of claims by size but also the distribution of claims by 

lag time to settlement. Because of the well-recognized correlation between payment lag and 

payment size, we have introduced a form of stratification in the sampling of medical 

professional claim amounts. To accomplish this, we first set forth some basic relationships 

between report year and calendar year severities, within the accident year: 

Let R(i) = Frequency of claims reported in report year i of act. year, 

relative to total accident year 

C(j) = Freq. of claims of one rep. year paid in cal. year j, 

relative to total report year 

S, = Severity of claims of report year i, relative to total 

accident year severity 

Ti = Severity of claims of calendar year j, relative to 

total severity of report year 

n I total report years in accident year 

m I total calendar years for each report year 

Then you have 

n 

1 
R(i) = I 

i-l 
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m 

1 
C(j)- I 

j=l 

and, by definition, 

n 

1 
SIR(i) - I 

i-1 

m 

z: T,C(j) - 1 . 

j=l 

The total accident year can then be stratified into n*m report year/calendar year cells. The cell 

identified by the ith report year and the jth relative calendar year in that report year would 

have a claim frequency of R(i)*C(j) times the total accident year frequency and a severity of 

Si*Tl relative to the total accident year severity. It also holds that the mean severity over all 

n*m cells is 

n m 

~~ 
SiTjC(j)R(i) = I 

i=l j=l 

Since the above mean - 1, the coefficient of variation squared over all n*m cells is: 

n m 

c2 - 
xx [SITj]k(j)R(i) - 1 . 
i=I j-1 

Modified CV’r for stratified sampling 

We earlier developed a model indemnity size-of-loss distribution for an entire accident year, 

with a (CV)2 of 30. But instead of simply sampling indemnity amounts from the entire accident 

year distribution, our Monte Carlo model will first select (randomly) a report year and then a 

calendar year paid for each random claim and then, based on the relative severity levels 

discussed above, sample from an indemnity distribution the mean of which has been adjusted 
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to the levels corresponding to that report year and relative calendar year. Consequently, it 

becomes necessary to modify the CV applicable to each RY/CY stratum so that when you 

combine the sampled claims from the various RY/CY cells, you achieve the desired composite 

accident year (CV)2 - 30. 

To accomplish the desired approximation of the modified CV applicable to each RY/CY cell, 

we used a method first advanced by Hewitt.’ He demonstrated that, if (a) a random variable 

Y were stratified into groups and (b) the means of the groups were lognormally distributed and 

(c) the variance of the logs of the means were S2. and (d) if the variance of the logs of each 

group were ( pr)“, a constant, then the variance of the logs of the combined distribution of all 

groups would be S2 + ( Wr)2. The ‘spread parameter” S2 over the n*m report year/calendar 

cells can be determined directly from the C2. calculated above: 

s2= log(C2+ I), 

Thus, 

and 
h(c2 + 1) + (f&)’ = LOg(31) 

( o;)Z - Log(31) - log(C2 + 1) . 

It should be emphasized that the above expression is an “approximation” of the modified 

variance (of the logs) to be used in the stratified sampling, since some of Hewitt’s prerequisites 

are not necessarily met. Therefore, it is appropriate to perform a test of the stratified 

sampling, using sample values of R(i), C(j), St, and Tj, to determine if the overall accident 

year CV is achieved within an acceptable tolerance. 

Testing the stratified sampling parameters 

To determine appropriate values for the distributions of R(i),C(j),S,, and T,, we referred again 

to the NAIC closed claim studies. Using the detail NAIC data base, after the frequency and 

severity trend adjustments, we constructed a report year/calendar year matrix as shown in 

‘Hewitt, op. cif., Appendix A, p. 167. 
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Appendix B. The entire claim data base, now adjusted to represent an accident year, was 

stratified into cells defined by ten report years and 16 calendar years (relative to the accident 

year). Each cell contains the (adjusted) claim counts, amounts, and averages. From the totals 

by report year, we derived the percentages of total claims by report year and the relative 

severity for each report year. On pages 5-6 of that same Appendix we determined relative 

severity values for calendar years, relative to report years. The values from thii matrix will, 

then, be a starting point to determine the R(i),C(j),S,, and fl values for a specific case (it 

should be pointed out that the actual historical report year and calendar year patterns for a 

given jurisdiction and self-insured entity, to the extent that they are credible, should be given 

more weight than the NAIC numbers). 

For this paper’s case study, we have selected the report year and calendar year distributions 

shown in page 7 and 8 of Appendix B. We have used a total of seven report years (n = 7) and 

nine relative calendar years (m - 9). The relative severity factors have been selected (roughly 

from the NAIC matrix) and then adjusted so that the sum of the products of the frequency 

times the relative severities is 1 .O. The (CV)* of the cell means, 

n m 

c* = cz: 
[SiTj]*C(j)R(i) - 1 

i-1 j=l 

= .2607 . 

Thus, 

(a,)* = LOg(31) - log(l.2607) 

- 3.20232 

and rr - 1.7895 . 

Thus, while the standard deviation (of the logs) of the entire accident year is V-J = 

1.8531, the standard deviation applicable to each cell will be reduced to 1.7895. 

The results of our test of the stratified sampling versus unstratified is summarixed in Appendix 

C. Rather than sampling from the lognormal distribution with no limit, we sampled 

successively from distributions with limits of $50,000, $100,000, $500,000, Sl,OOO,OOO, 

SlO,OOO,OOO, and $25,000,000. In each case, the unlimited mean was $100,000. For each limit, 
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we (a) calculated the mean and CV direct1y.a (b) generated a sample mean and CV from the 

unstratified distribution, and (c) generated a sample mean and CV using the RY/CY strata with 

the adjusted means and appropriately reduced variance. To make sure we covered a full 

spectrum of possibilities, we used three values for (CV)f 10. 20. and 30. The report year and 

calendar year distributions were similar, but not identical, to those in pages 7-8 of Appendix 

B. For each combination. 100,000 claims were sampled. 

The test samples demonstrated that the composite means and W’s derived from the stratified 

process were a good approximation to the direct calculation, within an acceptable tolerance. 

THE ALAE COMPONENT IN THE MODEL 

The ALAE-Indemnity relationship 

Most excess policies written over a self-insured’s SIR provide that ALAE on a claim 

(occurrence) is recoverable “pro rata,” i.e., the percentage of the ALAE in a claim which is 

covered by the excess policy is the same as the percentage of the gross indemnity amount which 

is covered. Some contracts (relatively infrequent) set forth a retention level based on the sum 

of the indemnity and ALAE for one claim. In any case, the interaction between ALAE and 

indemnity would be an important consideration in any self-insured risk model. 

It should be emphasized that in our self insured funding model the ALAE for the sampled 

claim is not treated as a constant factor related to the indemnity size (like tax and gratuity), but 

rather the expecfed ALAE (mean value of a separate ALAE distribution) is established, given 

the sample observed value of the indemnity. To treat ALAE otherwise would result in an 

understatement in the overall variability of the aggregate loss distribution. 

To determine the functional relationship (if indeed a measurable relationship exists) between 

ALAE size and indemnity size for medical professional liability claims, we turned again to the 

NAIC Closed Claim Study.’ As shown in Appendix D, Page 1. the average ALAE was 

calculated for each of several brackets of indemnity size. After plotting the average ALAE in 

each bracket against the corresponding average indemnity for the bracket, using logarithmic 

X and Y axes (see Appendix D, page 2), it was observed that a reasonably good straight line 

bI-he calculation of the moments of a lognormal distribution limited (censored) by some 
limit L is fairly straightforward but is not covered here. 

‘NAIC, op. cit. 
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fit was obtainable, implying that the ALAE-indemnity relationship was representable by a 

member of the “power’ curve family, Y-AXa. 

The equation used to regress the ALAE means against the indemnity values (grouped into 

brackets) is: 

Log&Y) = A + B*Log,(X). 

The weighted least squares best fit coefficients, using the number of claims in each indemnity 

bracket as weights, were 

A = 3.66331 

B = .482945 

From the same data base which was used to develop this relationship between average ALAE 

and indemnity. it was also determined that the average indemnity was $53.363. Thus, 

Let 1 = average indemnity = 53363. 

Then restate the regression formula above by expressing both ALAE and indemnity as a rsrio 

to the average indemnity over the entire distribution, as follows: 

y’=Y/l 

X,=X/I 

Then the restated expression becomes: 

LOg,(I*Y') = B*LOg,(I*x') + A . 

Simplifying, you get 

LOg,(t-)- B*LO!&(X')+ B*LOg,(I)+ A - LO@) 

= B’Log&X’) + (B-l)*Log,(I) + A . 
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Then let 

C - (B-l)*LOg$) + A - -1.964768 

You then have 

LO&(y) - B’LOg,(X’) + c 

and 

Y - eCX” = .1401884 l X*.=” 

For future reference, we call 

D = ec . 

From the above expression, it can be noted that, in approximate terms, the expected ALAE 

varies in proportion to the square root of the sample indemnity. 

Distribution of ALAE per claim, independent of indemnity 

The next step of our treatment of ALAE in the model is to examine the distribution of ALAE 

per claim (defendant), irrespective of indemnity amounts. To do this, we again investigated the 

NAIC closed claim study.” The distribution is graphed in Appendix D, page 3. Using 

lognormal probability graph paper, the near straight line plot of the cumulative distribution 

function suggests that, just as was the case for the distribution of indemnity values by size, the 

ALAE amounts also can be represented quite adequately by the lognormal model. 

We determined a mean and variance for the ALAE distribution two ways: first, we calculated 

the mean and variance directly from the data and then we followed the same procedure used 

for the indemnity graph. After drawing a straight line fit for the cumulative distribution 

function on the lognormal probability graph paper (the plotted points from the actual data were 

close enough to a straight line to allow us to simply draw the fitted line free-hand), we “picked 

off” the median and standard deviation directly from the graph, using the 50 percentile and +I 

“For this distribution, we chose, for the sake of conservatism, the earlier 1975 version of 
the NAIC study, since the plotted CV was higher than that of the 1978 release. 



standard deviation marks on the vertical scale, as follows: 

Observed median = fl- 1355 . 

Observed P = log,(5200) - log,( 1355) = 1.345 

Our final selected value for the mean is, then 

exp(10g,(1355)+(I.345)2/2) - 3348 

Of more importance, as will become clear later, our selected value for the variance was 

(1.345)‘. or 1.809. 

Parameters for conditional ALAE distribution 

We established earlier that, for purposes of sampling ALAE for any Monte Carlo simulation 

model, the expecled ALAE in the distribution sampled from will be dependent on the sample 

indemnity value, or 

E[YlX] = DXs , 

where 

Y = random variable ALAE, conditional on value of indemnity, X 

D = .I401884 

B = .482945 

and both Y and X are expressed relative to the unlimited mean indemnity. 

Aitchison and Brown” have shown that if the random variable X is lognormally distributed 

with parametersr and o 2, then DXa is also lognormally distributed with parameters log(D) 

+ BP and B2 (r2. The parameters are the mean and variance, respectively, of the logs of the 

random variables. 

We now let 

S2 - variance of the logs of ALAE means E[yX], conditional on 

sample indemnity values 
= B’.T’ 

“Op. Cif., p. II. 
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I (.4829S6)2(1.8531)2 

- .8009 

Again employing Hewitt’s method of isolating the “spread parameter’,12 we can solve for the 

variance applicable to each ALAE ‘group’, ( p,)‘. defined as the sample ALAE given the 

sample indemnity mean: 

We earlier derived an approximation for the combined variance 

then 

S2 + (q)' = 1.809 

( wr)’ = 1.809 - .8009 

- 1 (approx.) 

In a word summary, then, we have established that the sample ALAE (relative to the unlimited 

mean indemnity) would be drawn from a lognormal distribution whose mean is .I401884 

X.4a2945 and the variance of whose logs is 1.0, where X represents the sample indemnity, 

relative to the unlimited mean indemnity. 

Testing the sampled ALAE values, conditional on sample indemnity 

Using the parameters estimated above, a test was set up to randomly sample 100,000 claims to 

make sure that the resulting overall ALAE sample moments were sufficiently close to those 

from direct calculations. For all ALAE combined, the coefficient of variation (CV)B is 

determined: 

(CVJ2 - es2 + e2 - 1 

- 5.104 

cv, = 2.259 . 

From our sample of 100,000 claims, the sample CV for ALAE was 2.24363. 

THE MONTE CARLO MODEL 

Having highlighted the key actuarial considerations in approximating the probability 

“Hewitt, lot. cit. 
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distribution of self insured losses, we are now ready to describe the Monte Carlo model in some 

detail. The use of Monte Carlo models shows up with increasing regularity in the actuarial 

literature.13 But despite the general agreement. in risk theory circles, that Monte Carlo models 

are an acceptable technique for approximating these distributions, this author perceives that 

any number of the direct approximation methods” are considered superior, asfuming that the 

mean and variance of the distribution can be calculated directly and precisely. 

Given all of the interactions between the many variables discussed above -- e.g., the calendar 

year payout and the present value calculation and the iodexed retention and the 

ALAE-indemnity relationship -- plus the necessity of treating the runoff of prior years’ losses 

and the target prospective year simultaneously, this author is hard pressed to identify any direct 

approximation formula from any risk theory text which will yield adequate results for the 

defined problem. The use of a Monte Carlo model, in which all of the interactions can be 

adequately defined and programmed into one composite risk process, would appear to be the 

only satisfactory approach. 

A full description of our self-insurance Monte Carlo risk model is included in Appendix E. 

In the first section, we have listed the miscellaneous assumptions, the input parameters, and 

the various distributions from which samples are made. For our selected case study (which we 

will call “XYZ Hospital”), the initial target year is accident year 1989. A second run, made one 

year later, considers the run off from the 1989 year and the 1990 prospective losses. In the 

second section of the outline the actual simulation process for one trial (normally, at least 1,000 

trials are run for a given case study) is outlined in pseudo code. Tracking the program flow 

through this pseudo code will reveal how the many variables interact with each other. 

Parameter variance 

Over the past few years there have been welcome additions to the body of actuarial literature 

dealing with pnromerer variance, as it relates to simulation models to approximate aggregate loss 

distributions. We will not attempt in this paper to supply another textbook treatment of 

parameter vuriunce and process variance. Suffice it to say that it would be hard to imagine 

deriving any valid results from a Monte Carlo risk model which did not incorporate some kind 

of parameter variance -- particularly for a line with as much uncertainty surrounding the 

13Seel for example, P. E. Heckman and G. G. Meyers, “The Calculation of Aggregate Loss 
Distributrons from Claim Severity and Claim Count Distributions,’ PCAS, LXX (1983). p. 22. 

“No attempt will be made to provide a list of these methods here 
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‘universe’ means (frequency and severity) as medical professional liability. 

The key point is that the parameter variance is the same over all size of hospital risks. The 

vagaries of the business -- the social, economic, and legal dynamics which dictate that we do 

not deal from the same S2-card deck from one year to the next -- apply equally to all sizes of 

risks. Thus, while the process variance may play the lead role in driving the overall aggregate 

loss distribution for small hospitals, the parameter variance is predominate in models of larger 

risks, for which the process variance, or the pure statistical sampling error, has been reduced 

simply by virtue of the larger volume. 

Rather than mathematically rolling the parameter and process variances into one combined 

variance for simulation purposes, this author chose to incorporate the two variances into the 

model as separate routines, in step-wise fashion. For a given trial, the first step is to randomly 

select the “universe’ frequency and severity (average unlimited indemnity) from distributions 

the means of which represent our best estimate of these two parameters, based on the data 

which is available (statewide, countrywide, the hospital itself). The standard deviations of 

these distributions of the frequency and severity universe means are judgmentally selected to 

represent the “uncertainty” surrounding these means, resulting from many forces. This author 

is not aware of any successful attempts to quantify these factors, if, indeed, all of them have 

identified. 

After the universe mean frequency and severity have been selected, the second step is to select 

the sample frequency (or total claim count) and then, for each claim, the sumple claim amount. 

For sampling the frequency distribution, we use a Poisson process, unless the “universe” mean, 

selected in the first step, is greater than 15, in which case the model uses the normal 

approximation. As developed earlier in some detail, the lognormal distribution is used in the 

sampling of the individual claim amounts. 

IBNR Distribution 

Treating the runoff from prior years as a random process in our model requires not only 

simulating the payoff of reported and unpaid claims but also determining the expecfed IBNR 

from those years and the distribution around that expected value. As was shown in the 

description of the model and the “pseudo-code”, the open cases are treated separately from the 

IBNR’s. For our model, the expected number of IBNR’s is determined by selecting an a prrorr 

total ultimate claim count for each of the prior years, and multiplying times the reporting 

percentages taken from our assumed reporting distribution. The actual sump/e number of 
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IBNR’s for a particular trial is then determined by randomly selecting an ultimate number of 

claims for the prior year in question and then for each of these claims randomly selecting the 

report year (again from the report year distribution). If the report year thus selected is prior 

to the current year (thus indicating the claim would have already been reported) the claim is 

not counted as an IBNR and the loop continues to the next claim. 

DERIVATION OF THE PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF REQUIRED CONTRIBUTIONS 

The Simulated Loss Distribution 

With the Monte Carlo model loaded up with the appropriate input parameters and distributions, 

we can now make the run for our selected case study. For case 1, the initial year of the fund, 

the resulting printout of the distribution, generated from 1,000 trials of the model, is shown 

in Appendix F, page 2. A printout of the input parameters is on page 1 of that appendix. The 

results of the 1,000 trials have been tabulated and summarized into 31 intervals of retained 

losses (at present value), including the number of “hits’ in each bracket and also the total 

retained losses in each bracket. 

For case 2, performed on the same hospital at the beginning of the second year of the fund, 

the input parameters are shown on page 3 of Appendix F. For this case, the current assets 

become part of the input variables, as well as the assumed expected average indemnity on 

unpaid claims from the prior year. The resulting distribution of required addifional funding 

for year 2 is shown on page 4. It can be noted that in over half of the trials no additional 

funds would have been required. In other words, the assets of the fund after one year (the first 

year’s contribution plus earned interest less the losses paid) would have carried forward 

sufficient safety margin to cover not only the run-off from year one but also a second year’s 

incurred losses. However, in order to continue to maintain funding at a high level of 

confidence for year 2, additional funding is required. 

The histogram of the simulated distribution and the cumulative distribution ogive for cases 1 

and 2 are shown on pages 5 and 6. for the first and second year funding. These plots display 

a fairly smooth and regular contour -- so much so that, with enough effort and with an 

appropriate set of parameters, someone could undoubtedly uncover some exotic probability 

density function which would supply an acceptable “fit” to this curve. But what purpose would 

this serve? It would be unlikely that such a curve, or even a member of its immediate family. 

would adequately fit another case defined by an entirely different set of initial variables 

(retentions, unlimited means, report-year/calendar-year payouts, etc.). Thus, the final 



estimated loss and required contribution distributions in Appendix F. generated solely for this 

one particular situation, initial funding and second year renewal funding, are simply what they 

are. They need no name. 

From the final simulated distributions of required funding, one needs only to make a few 

simple interpolations to approximate the indicated funding levels at selected confidence levels. 

For this example we chose to display the 90%. 95%, and 99% confidence levels. These 

interpolations are shown at the end of the printouts on pages 2 and 4. Thus, the indicated 

funding levels for the two years would be as followr 

Year I 

Year 2 

Confidence Level 
_____________-______------------------------------------ 

90% 95% 99% 
__----_-__ ---------- ---------- 
$2.340.000 52.734.000 $3,594,000 

1,457,ooo I ,968,OOO 2.980.000 

The second year funding indication depends, of course, on which funding level was selected 

for year one (corresponding to a selected level of confidence) and what the assets were at the 

beginning of year 2. For our case study, we assumed that the assets, after the first year’s 

contribution, one year’s interest earnings on the funds, less the disbursements (paid losses) were 

162,950,OOO. We further assumed that there were seven claims reported and unpaid from year 

1 at the beginning of year 2. with an average reserve of $130,000. 

SUhlMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper we have developed a procedure to determine the required funding for hospitals 

which self insure some layer of their professional liability exposure. The method would apply 

equally to workers’ compensation. To derive indicated funding at various confidence levels, 

a probability distribution is approximated which combines the runoff of losses from prior years 

with the prospective losses of the target year. This distribution is approximated with a Monte 

Carlo simulation model, incorporating the interaction of many variables. The model is 

designed to be run on an annual basis, and at each renewal it calculates the distribution of 

additional contributions required which, when combined with the current assets, will cover the 

present value of all losses. 



Bracketa # Claims 
___----- --__--- - 

0 51607.8 
100 358.3 
I33 103.2 
178 145.3 
237 167.7 
316 242.8 
422 292.9 
562 411.8 
750 581.2 

1000 828.3 
1334 1015.0 
1778 1170.2 
2371 1477.1 
3162 1499.5 
4217 1640.8 
5623 2180.2 
7499 2071.1 

10000 1884.5 
13335 2029.0 
I7783 1906.4 
23714 1848.9 
31623 1564.3 
42170 1448.2 
56234 1340.3 
74989 1171.7 

100000 926.5 
133352 917.8 
I77828 746.2 
237137 722.3 
316228 456.1 
42 1697 402.6 
562341 247.9 
749894 199.7 

1000000 112.6 
1333520 93.3 
1778280 34.0 
2371370 15.1 
3162280 22.4 
42 16970 4.9 
5623410 0.0 
1498940 0.0 

10000000 0.0 

TOTALS 

Appendix A 

NAIC CLOSED CLAIM DATA BASE - ADJUSTED FOR FREQUENCY/SEVERITY INDICES 

Distribution by Size of Loss 

All Claims Combined 

TOTAL, EXCL. CNp’s 

Cum. * Claims 
_-_____-_---- 

51607.8 
51966.1 
52069.3 
52214.6 
52382.3 
52625. I 
52918.0 
53329.8 
5391 I.0 
54739.3 
55754.3 
56924.5 
58401.6 
59901.1 
61541.9 
63722. I 
65793.2 
67617.7 
69706.7 
71613.1 
73462.0 
75026.3 
76474.5 
77814.8 
78986.5 
79913.0 
80830.8 
81577.0 
82299.3 
82755.4 
83lS8.0 
83405.9 
83605.6 
83x8.2 
83811.5 
83845.5 
83860.6 

EE 
8388719 
83887.9 
83887.9 

Indem. Amount 
“__-______--- 

0 

Avg. Indem. Exp.Amount 

18105 
11821 
22401 
34386 
67813 

108852 
201463 
379945 
720464 

1167310 
1831020 
3059210 
4177710 
6069360 

10755100 
13590200 
16401600 
23358300 
29460500 
37950200 
42906200 
53156900 
65590800 
76561700 
79771100 

105277000 
114798000 
148033000 
124647000 
145920000 
120768000 
129525000 
97909200 

106538000 
50086600 
30357800 
62 I35900 
19205700 

Fl 
0 

__--__----.. 
0 

1:: 
154 
205 
279 
372 
489 
654 
870 

I150 
1565 
207 I 
2786 
3699 
4933 
6562 
8703 

11512 
15453 
20526 
27428 
36705 
48937 
65342 
86099 

114706 
153843 
204947 
273289 
362444 
487164 
648598 
869531 

1141890 
1473140 
2010450 
2773920 
3919530 

: 
0 

__-__-_--- 
133432000 

8201 I 
28022 
24138 
65189 

127607 
120612 
306647 
409760 
76703 1 

1408230 
1483850 
2794090 
2815350 
3594630 
5663140 
6580210 
5619610 
7190910 
9797740 
8096010 
8307880 
8734200 
9357350 
9231510 
7090310 
8637350 

10081600 
10681500 
6077140 
7202570 
4983840 
72041 IO 
2094480 
2284480 
I 177000 
434327 
978374 
206093 

: 
0 

Avg. Expense 
____________ 

2586 
229 
212 
166 
392 
526 
412 
745 
705 
926 

1387 
1268 
1892 
1878 
,‘I91 
2598 
3177 
2982 
3544 
5139 
4379 
5311 
6031 
6982 
iSi9 
7653 
9411 

13511 
14388 
I3323 
17890 
20104 
36075 
18601 
24485 
34618 
28763 
43677 
42060 

: 
0 

83887.9 1722570000 20534 295171000 3519 
32280. I 1722570000 53363 161739000 $011 

#End point of interval of indemnity amount 
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otqr I Of 4 
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0.0 
0 

0.0 
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0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 0 0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 0 0 

0.0 0.0 0.0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

bSo.4 0.0 
11~33s00 0 

1418.5 0.0 
2316750 0 

u.9 0.0 
17x9 0 
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0 0 0 
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196.7 
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425.0 
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29424 
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0 

0.0 
0 
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0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

100.6 
4988230 

lb5.1 

0.0 
0 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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G 
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0 
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0 
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0 

0.0 
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0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0,o 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 

0.0 
0 
0 

0.0 421U.S 
0 32999300 

0.0 2822.5 
0 1985220 

0.0 11648.7 
0 7823 
0 703 

0.0 439O.S 
0 112478300 

0.0 5990.8 
0 !3;29700 

0.0 8bU.3 
0 2SS6b 
0 :x5 

0.0 w;.a 
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0 :::4:400 
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0 3144 

0.0 5505.8 
0 259,b2000 
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------- -------- e---e ---e-e_-- -------- ---_I -e-e-. _-_-- -______- -_-- e--w -- 

11: 
IWI 12.4 28.4 30.5 27.3 lb.6 12.8 40.6 20.3 30.8 49.0 302.9 
INDEll mh450 4233490 Su34620 SSbSB90 13397ha 7hSla9 si87850 3814980 i46t4bo 4948140 33559700 
ICYIltNf b7.1 3S.b 80.9 so.7 23.3 14.9 b7.9 S&.2 59.2 54.5 510.3 
AlIE 747813 842EPb 1031990 BS9194 329742 109646 b26445 5laa24 442201 i8sss8 57assia 
ICNP la.3 12.1 la.4 4.0 0.0 7.6 3.3 2.6 17.6 4b.O 114.9 
AVl.INDH 135JB4 1490h? 115537 202S9h 126395 59774 78518 ma29 48099 100982 II7598 
M.&E 15877 15215 12756 lb947 14032 7359 9226 9073 7807 3401 11180 

12: 
ICYI 8.3 24.1 24.2 lb.0 12.B lb.5 13.4 26.0 28.1 57.6 227.0 
INDEll iik?480 h275840 4763lfa 2770500 2870580 4038isa is83540 2216640 sf30560 6412130 37578600 
ICIII!CYE 32.7 ¶I.? 37.0 19.0 18. I 19.3 29.8 28.3 44.1 109.9 3B9.9 
ALAE 545520 7b408l 426788 214047 
ICNP 8.0 0.0 i0.a la.7 
AV6.lXDEII I:4636 260408 lPhB?I 173156 
AV6.AtAE lhb03 14779 llS35 112bb 

14669h 109496 443ab7 4srrsr 1042200 137709aa ~7897800 
5.2 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.0 47.1 84.3 

224244 244736 llBl73 ES255 IPbBl7 111322 165544 
8105 5664 14048 15562 23h33 ma4 45904 

13: 
ICY1 
IN0111 
tCnI!CYE 
ALAE 
ICNP 
AV6.INUEl! 
AVS.ALAE 

5.4 5.3 22.4 2.8 
1103330 la7asao h978730 137536 

0.2 lb.5 30.6 5.4 
il'% 235890 S5lblb 97325 

2.8 2.h 2.7 0.0 
204320 203491 sussa 49049 

14389 142Pb 18007 l&m 

5.3 2.B 5.2 8.9 24.0 s7.s 140.4 
Shb984 610383 1687220 lao494aa 5933220 bB42:50 34w300 

13.9 2.1 
sob23 29513 

0.0 2.8 
I0%46 217994 

3599 10931 

0.0 3.5 
0 blS9J2 

0.0 5.3 
0 40947 

0.0 0.0 
0 lllPB6 
a 11081 

0.0 0.0 
a a 

0.0 0.0 
a a 

0.0 a.0 
a a 
0 0 
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13,b 8.9 24.E 98.2 2:2.0 
212439 367939 349327 571351 2583oia 

2.6 8.5 IS.4 24.8 40.4 
524444 it29140 239243 118996 24915s 
1ShJS 41341 14084 581B 11593 

14: 
ICll 
INMll 
ICYIlCY 

8.8 3.8 14.4 0.0 
lb2JBl 51903 is90490 a 

9.0 8.8 23.0 3.7 
27S20 178291 246741 2bbl3 

3.E 0.0 0.0 0.0 
18452 89492 11045~ a 
30s 20260 10728 4364 

0.0 2.0 3.1 66.7 109.7 
a 2136340 SB5SBB l4ai3saa 1942uaa 

0.0 2.8 14.3 09.6 ISE.7 
0 IRPb 32sbas oaf173 1872i90 

0.0 0.0 0.0 17.8 23.4 
a 762919 h7612 210098 l77bSb 
0 bll 3675b 8986 11797 

ALAE 
ICN? 
IIVB.IHDEfl 
AVS.ALY 

15: 
ICI1 
INDEI! 
lCYl/CYE 
ALAE 

5.7 
107hi80 

14,s 
221683 

3.1 
274813 

0.0 0.0 
0 0 

a.0 3.0 
0 Rob71 

0.0 0.0 
0 a 
a 24490 

0.0 3.1 
0 IS44170 

0.0 3.1 
a bb94Ob 

3.0 0.0 
a 498121 
0 196581 

0.0 14.8 26.7 
a 1588750 448.3920 

3.1 
9959s 

0.0 
88650 
32127 

3.0 
29950 

43.9 70x4 
473084 I5lsbsa 

5.8 8.8 
107348 167937 

1077h 21140 

ICNP 0.0 
AV6,liiDEll ima 
Av6.RLAE lS?BB 

0.0 
0 
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UAIC CLOSED MDICAi LMIILITY CLAIMS - RDJUSTED Foil FRfDWICYlSMRIlV TRENDS 

REPoAl VERRICRLENDM YEAR MlRlX FDll LOSSES OF ONE KCIMNT YE&R 

otqt 4 Of I 

Rroat VW 
---..-----~~--~-~.~_________l______ll__..--~- 

Cd * vt4r 1 2 3 b 3 h 1 B 9 101 1ott1 cv 
.m-.- --._. - -_.-__ I_ ____ .__..- -- --- -- .- ---- .--- 

16: 
ICI1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 7a.b 70.4 
INDEll 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 13784306 15784300 
ICYI/CYE 0.0 0.0 0.0 J-1 0.0 3.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 80.3 Oh.S 
LLRE 0 0 0 16204 0 bS949 0 0 0 19s1o~o 2033320 
ICIIP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 21.) 21.4 
AV6. IllDEll 0 a 0 a 0 0 a 0 0 224209 224209 
AvL.kf& 0 0 0 S233 0 2127b 0 0 0 24297 23507 

1ott1 
RIO. YW 
ICY1 lSb44.4 8404. b 5232.0 1bSl.b bS1.7 3bb.2 253.6 201.1 lb2.9 325.b 32279.5 
INOEl s94ai4aaa 447507000 29449Raaa ~44500000 slsh37aa k94ssSaa 33319100 36878800 20119200 301397001722570000 
lCuI/CrE IQb29.0 15219.0 10201.8 SJ92.4 124a.o 608.2 470.4 $21.4 235.7 497.3 SlElb.? 
ALAE 900~3400 84499300 57409200 22634400 7499930 3709000 29h4320 2892lhO 278iaIo iRs4R500 :9515noa 
ICNP 21011.7 5742.3 2904.9 1015.2 491.0 272.6 22b.S 139.3 92.9 170.0 :2abh,h 
RV6. INDEll 39537 53246 34288 87491 7809h 13499a 131384 183sBb 140792 1SIbEh 533bb 
AVS. ALE 4584 5603 Sh47 hh72 4040 ha98 4302 8999 11799 37283 Sb?h 

Rho. ~9. 
u-ndemitv to 
tot,1 ICC.W. *I4 1.00 1.05 1.hk 

'Swethtd' 
tvq. rndm. 
rtt10 .74 l.aa 1.20 1.40 

Ratlo. tot41 
4 tlua to 
totr1 ILL.W, .I04 230 . 1Sb .a53 

1.44 

1.60 

.a21 

2.53 

2.00 

.ait 

2. kh 

2.35 

3.44 

2.70 

2. b4 2.89 

2.845 3.00 

, OOb ,008 

Souro: NAIC llrlmtticr Cl~iw Rodic~l lltlor~rtic~ Clorrd Clumr. 1975-78, 
Nrtionrl i0rmmtim of Inruru~e Comisciona,. 1980. 
Rd!uctmtr fw frrqumtvlwwitr trends wfawd bv the author m 
thr d&Al datr twe purthasrd fm NRIC. kwdinqly, the conrlurionr 
drm from the rd#ed data we thou of the author end not nrcmaily 
those of the NAIC. 
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5: 70132 bbb9I 4k953 52491 
I.174 1.253 0.799 O.bOO 

6: 98604 71520 55281 65580 
2.494 1.M 0.982 0.750 

7: 82357 94632 12553 9E760 
2.083 I.!81 1.289 1.129 

8: 13X73 118875 99900 I49624 
3.424 2.233 1.775 1.710 

9: 174457 130136 203182 213217 
4.412 2.444 3.610 2.43E 

10: lb1074 175671 24Slfl lBOb3S 
k.blk 3.199 k.fbb 1.065 

II: 135384 149Ob7 115557 202396 
3.424 2.800 2.053 2.313 

12: 13463b 304oe 196024 113lS6 
3.kOS 4.891 3.49f 1.979 

13: 204320 203491 311550 49049 
5.168 3.822 s.sss 0.561 

148 18452 89492 llO4Sl 0 
O.kbl 1.681 1.962 0.000 

IS: lE8804 88650 0 0 
k.115 1.66s 0.000 0.000 

lb: 0 0 0 0 
0.000 0.000 0.000 O.Obb 

btal 39537 5324b 56260 87491 

MIC CLOSED IWCRL LIRBIL~TY CL11115 - PDJUSTED FOR FREQUECV/SEKRITV TRENDS 

REPORT YEiWCRLEIDAR VERR )IRTRII FOR LOSSES OF ORE IKCIDENT YEAR 

Rtmrt Yru 
Ctl. ____________________------------------------ -----_- 

Yrtr I 2 5 4 5 1, 7 B 9 IO* 
_--- - -_I - _-- --* -- 

(------ Ratlo, 4~9. uidmity to trp.ind.,tatrl rswt VW 

12bS92 59774 78SM lSUOZ9 48099 100982 
I.618 0.443 0.590 1.02s 0.342 O.bSS 

2242M 244736 118175 OS25S 19bBl7 111322 
2.872 1.813 O.E99 0.465 1.W 0.122 Rrl. CY 3 

10584b 211994 3244bS 1129lM 239243 llR996 
1.M 1.615 2.410 b.151 I.b99 0.772 ttt. 

0 1119m 0 7b2979 blbl2 2WD97 
0,040 0.830 o.obD 4.161 0.480 1.364 

0 0 0 498119 0 107SM 
0.000 0.000 0.000 2.716 o.ob4 0.697 

0 0 0 0 0 224209 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 l.kSS 

78096 134990 131384 IE33Bb 140792 lS4OEb 
‘LP.Y~ I.000 I.ObO 1.000 1.000 1.000 I.000 I.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 
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WC hISED HEDICAL LlABlLITY CLAMS - ADJUSTED FMI FREWtNCYlSEXRITY TRENDS 

REPORT YEAR/CALENDAR YEAR RPTRIX FOR LOSSES OF O#E MClOENl YERR 

relative ~41. wr I 4~9. = 0.233 
rclrtiw crl. war 2 4~9. * 0.669 
relatirr ctl. mr J 4~9, a 0.891 
relrtivr ctl. war 4 ~9. 8 1.295 
rrhtivc ctl. war S 4~9. * 1.531 
re1atrvr cat. wr 6 rv9. = 2.125 
rrl4t1v, ctl. war 7 tv9. * 2.623 
rtlatlur crl. war 8 up. = 3.173 
rrlcttrr ml. “par 9 4~9. = 2.972 

Sroothtd 
----__ 

.2s 

.bl 

.a9 
1.10 
LB 
2.13 
1.60 
2.80 
3.00 
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Repel 
Year 

XYZ HOSPITAL 

Assumed Dlstributioo of Claims by Report Year 

For Claims Incurred IO One Accident Year 

*t 

(1) 
Ratio, Number of 
Claims Reported 
to Total Accident 

Year Claims 
---e-v ----m----“_.. 

1 ,387 

2 .300 

3 201 

4 .066 

5 .025 

6 ,012 
7 ,009 

(3 (3) 
Ratio, Average Ratio, Amount of 
Indemnity to Indemnity to 
Average for Total Accident Year 

Entire Accident Year = (1) x (2) 
------_------e-*---e ----___-___ 

.73873 .28589 

.98498 .29549 

1.18197 .23758 

1.37897 .09101 

I.67446 .04186 

2.16695 .02600 

2.46245 .02216 

Total I .oooo 1.000 
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Calendar 
Year 

__---- 

2 

8 
9 

XYZ HOSPITAL 

Assumed Dirtrlbutlon of Claims by Calendar Year of Payment 

For Claims Incurred in One Report Year 

(1) (2) (3)* 

Ratio, Number of Ratio, Average Ratio, Amount of 
Claims Paid Indemnity to Indemnity to 

to Total Average -for Total Report Year 
Report Year Entire Report Year - (1) 7. (2) 
_-______-__- ----_--------------- --------_-- 

.25742 .264 lb .068 

.I8505 .70794 ,131 

.25840 .94040 ,243 

.I3104 1.37362 ,180 

.07175 1.61664 .I16 

.03110 2.25062 .070 

.02403 2.14124 ,066 

.02197 2.95857 .065 

.O I924 3.16989 .06 1 

Total 1 .oooo 

* Column (1) x Column (2) 

1.000 

Note: Distribution includes all claims from ground up 
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MEDICAL PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY CLAIM SIZE DWfRIBUTION 

TEST OF SP.MPLED MEANS AND CV’S, STRATIFIED AND UNSTRATIFIED 
COMPARED TO DIRECT CALCULATIONS, WITH VARIOUS POLICY LIMITS 

Lognormal distribution with Unlimited mean - 100,000 

Each sample - 100,000 random trials 

Unlim. CVz-10 
----------m--““_ 
Limited Limited 

Mean CV 
---- ----_ 

Unlim. CV’-20 Unlim. CV2=30 

Limited Limited 
Mean CV 
--me e--w- 

Limited Limited 
Mean CV 
--___ ----_ 

Limit-50,000 
Direct CaIc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Limit=lOO,OOO 
Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Limit-500,000 
Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Limit-l ,OOO,OOO 
Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Limit=l0,000,000 
Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Limit=25,000,000 
Direct Calc. 
Sample, unstrat. 
Sample, strat. 

Noter 

29686 0.6361 26076 0.7511 24185 0.8113 
29716 0.6352 26119 0.7502 24231 0.8164 
29242 0.6525 25717 0.7655 23861 0.8309 

43878 0.8464 38297 0.9696 35416 1.0413 
43960 0.8453 38370 0.9681 35476 1.0395 
43245 0.8614 37723 0.9831 34868 1.0544 

77888 1.4981 70163 1.6635 65847 1.7595 
17742 1.4948 69996 1.6605 65667 1.7566 
77020 1.5166 6925 1 1.6829 64935 1.7796 

88071 1.8412 81451 2.0531 77437 2.1725 
87797 1.8374 81158 2.0508 77136 2.171 I 
87386 1.8657 80648 2.0186 76594 2.1988 

99499 2.8548 98364 3.5134 97213 3.8728 
98367 2.7628 96964 3.42 15 95184 3.7946 
99335 2.9231 98250 3.5966 97164 3.9585 

99916 3.0473 99582 3.9620 99169 4.4981 
98575 2.8535 97794 3.1435 97141 4.2810 
99619 3.0336 99436 3.9946 99192 4.5895 

The objective of this test is to establish the reliability of the Monte Carlo simulation process in 
sampling indemnity amounts, both stratified and unstratified. The stratified process samples from 
distributions for assigned report year/calendar year subsets of an accident year. Prior to each RY/CY 
sampling, the report year and calendar year are selected randomly from RY/CY distributions. For 
the selected subset, the mean has been adjusted by report year and calendar year severity relativity 
factors and the variance has been adjusted downward from the variance for the entire accident year, 
so that the total sample variance for all subsets combined will approximate that of the overall accident 
year. The unstratified sampling bypasses the partitioning of the accident year into report 
year/calendar cells and simply samples from the total accident year distribution, using the accident 
year mean and overall variance. 
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x= 
Average 

Indemnity 
Bracket 

-_------- 
51 

115 
154 
205 
279 
372 
489 
654 
870 

1150 
1565 
2071 
2786 
3699 
4933 
6562 
8703 

11512 
15453 
20526 
27428 
36706 
48931 
65342 
86099 

114706 
153844 
204947 
273289 
362444 
487164 
648598 
869532 

1141890 
1473140 
2010450 
2773930 
3919530 

NAIC CLOSED CLAIM STUDY 

Repression of Avg. Expense Versus Avg. Indemnity 

Y- 
Average ALAE 

In Bracket 

229 
272 
166 
392 
526 
412 
745 
705 
926 

1387 
1268 
1892 
1878 
2191 
2598 
3177 
2982 
3544 
5139 
4379 
5311 
6031 
6982 
7879 
7653 
9411 

13511 
14788 
13324 
17890 
20104 
36075 
18601 
24485 
34618 
28163 
43677 
42060 

B = 0.48294500 A= 3.6633 1000 

EQUATION: Log (Y) - A+B*LQG(X) 

Weight 
(Number of Claims) 

______---__-__-_-- 
358.3 
103.2 
145.3 
167.7 
242.8 
292.9 
411.8 
581.2 
828.3 

1015.0 
1170.2 
1477.1 
1499.5 
1640.8 
2180.2 
2071.1 
1884.5 
2029.0 
1906.4 
1848.9 
1564.3 
1448.2 
1340.3 
1171.7 
926.5 
917.8 
746.2 
722.3 
456.1 
402.6 
247.9 
199.1 
112.6 
93.3 
34.0 
15.1 
22.4 
4.9 

Computed Y 
---------- 

259.2 
384.9 
444.3 
509.9 
591.9 
679.5 
776.0 
892.6 

1024.6 
1172.5 
1360.5 
1557.7 
1797.6 
2061.3 
2368.8 
2718.7 
3116.1 
3566.7 
4111.7 
4715.8 
5424.5 
6244.1 
7174.5 
8249.5 
9425.2 

10825.7 
12474.7 
14328.0 
16464.3 
18869.6 
21766.5 
24993.1 
28794.1 
32843.9 
37143.0 
43161.8 
50421.5 
59583.4 
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NAIC Closed Claim Study NAIC Closed Claim Study 
Regression of Avg. ALAE vs. Avg. Ind. Regression of Avg. ALAE vs. Avg. Ind. 

Indemnity (000 omitted) Indemnity (000 omitted) 
- Observed ALAE - Observed ALAE 

A=3&331 8=0.482945 A=3&331 8=0.482945 

EMJATIOH: LO6M = A t Nlfi~ EMJATIOH: LO6M = At BxLofim 

- Computed ALAE - Computed ALAE 
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DESCRIPTION OF MONTE CARLO MODEL TO GENERATE 

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF REQUIRED SELF INSURANCE CONTRIBUTION 

I. Miscellaneous Assumptions, Input parameters, and Distributions 

(a) Report year distribution of accident year losses, with relative severity factors by report 

year - see Appendix B, page 7. 

(b) Calendar year distribution of report year losses, with relative severity factors by calendar 

year - see Appendix B, page 8. 

(c) Distribution of claims (indemnity) by size - see Appendix A, page 6. 

Note: the basic distribution applies to all claims of one accident year, using the overall mean 

value for the entire year. The model stratifies the claims first in 63 report year/calendar year 

cells, each with a modified mean value from (a) and (b) above. Accordingly the variance 

apphcable to each cell has been reduced from the overall variance for random selection 

purposes, such that the combined sample variance over all 63 cells will approximate the entire 

accident year distribution. 

(d) Average unlimited indemnity by year - used as the parameter in the size of loss 

distribution for each accident year: 

year 1: 5200,000 

year 2: $225,000 

(e) Average claim expense by year. Based on the functional relationship derived between 

expected average ALAE and the sample indemnity value (see Appendix D), the sample ALAE 

is SELECTED from a distribution the meon of which is determined as a function of the 

sample indemnity. The starting values for the average ALAE for the entire accident year. 

over all indemnity values, are: 

year 1: $12,000 

year 2: $13,000 

(f) Total expected number of claims by accident year, including claims closed with indemnir! 

(CWI) and claims closed with expense only (CWE): 

year I: 20 
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year 2: 21 

(claims closed with no payment are excluded) 

(g) Percentages for claims disposed, all years: 

CWI: 60% 

CWE: 40% 

(h) Self insured retention, all years: 

per claim: s I ,ooo,ooo 

annual aggregate: SS,OOO,OOO 

(i) Parameter variance (uncertainty factor). These values are expressed in relation to the 

expected population frequency and severity, which are input. In this case study we are 

assuming a “standard error” of .15 for frequency and .I8 for severity, both expressed relative 

to the expected values. 

II. The Monte Carlo Simulation Process (in Pseudo Code) 

Accumulators set up: 

(1) Aggregate retained loss brackets (31) for all trials combined (probability 

distribution), less current assets. One accumulator for counts (number of trials falling 

into bracket) and another for total loss dollars. 

(2) Total retained by policy year. To be compared with aggregate SIR. Reinitialized 

for each trial. 

Input: 

(I) Uncertainty factors for population mean frequency and severity (parameter 

variance). 

(2) Retentions by policy year and index amount (if applicable). Per claim and 

aggregate 

(3) Current assets 

(4) Number of claims open for all prior years and assumed average indemnity for these 

open claims by year. 

(5) Assumed average unlimited indemnity, claim frequency, and average ALAE for 

next (target) year. 

(6) Assumed rate of return for present value discounting 

(7) Number of trials to sample 
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(8) Present (target) year of coverage [Yl]. For initial funding Yl=l. 

(9) Percentage of claims closed with expense only (CWE). Note: claims closed with no 

payment ignored. 

** Main trial loop 

For each trial 

If YI= I then skip to Routine for current year 

For each prior year 1 to Yl-I 

If Number of claims open for year - 0 then skip to [next year] 

For each open claim for year 

(1) Determine year reported (from actual, if available, else by randomizing 

from report year distr.) 

(2) Establish mean indemnity for year from input values for open claims for 

that year. 

(3) SELECT calendar year paid, relative to report year, and modify mean 

indemnity by calendar year severity factor 

(4) Establish retention per claim applicable to calendar year, including index, 

if applicable. 

(5) SELECT mode of closure (CWI or CWE). If CWE, SELECT ALAE amount 

only and then skip to next claim. 

(6) SELECT gross (unlimited) indemnity from size of loss distribution, the 

mean of which was adjusted by calendar year severity factors from (3). 

(7) Limit indemnity to per-claim retention for that year, as necessary. 

(8) If claim burns through remaining annual aggregate SIR, then limit claim 

accordingly. 

(9) Based on indemnity amount, adjust expecred ALAE, and SELECT sample 

gross ALAE from distribution. 

(IO) Add retained indemnity and pro-rata retained ALAE to retained 

accumulator for calendar year of payment selected in (3). 

(I I) Add retained indemnity to the aggregate losses for that year. 

Next claim 

Next year 

l * Now do loop for prior year’s IBNR’s and/or current year’s losses 

For each year 1 to Yl 

SELECT “universe” mean frequency and severity, drawing from expected and using 

the parameter variances (input). 

SELECT sample number of claims for year, drawing from “universe”. If expected 
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number < IS, use Poisson, else use normal distribution. 

For each claim 

(1) Determine year reported (from report year distr.). If claim already reported 

(report year < Yl), then branch to next claim. Thus, IBNR claims from prior 

years are included. 

(2) Establish mean indemnity from input value for that year and modify with 

report year severity factor. 

(3) SELECT calendar year paid, relative to report year, and further modify 

mean indemnity by calendar year severity factor. 

(4) Establish retention per claim applicable to calendar year, including index, 

if applicable. 

(5) SELECT mode of closure (CWI or CWE). If CWE, SELECT ALAE amount 

only and then skip to next claim. 

(6) SELECT gross (unlimited) indemnity from size of loss distribution, the 

mean of which was adjusted by report year and calendar year severity factors 

from (2) and (3). 

(7) Limit indemnity to per-claim retention for that year, as necessary. 

(8) If claim burns through remaining annual aggregate SIR, then limit claim 

accordingly. 

(9) Based on indemnity amount, adjust expected ALAE, and SELECT sample 

gross ALAE from distribution. 

(10) Add retained indemnity and pro-rata retained ALAE to retained 

accumulator for the calendar year of payment from (3). 

(11) Add retained indemnity to the aggregate losses for that year. 

Next claim 

Next year 

l * Tally section for this trial 

Determine present value of all retained losses from accumulator by calendar year and deduct 

current assets to get required funding for this trial (if < 0 then make it 0). 

Determine which one of the 31 brackets of agsregate retained losses this trial falls in and 

bump the corresponding accumulators for counts (1) and total retained dollars. 

Reinitialize all accumulators, except aggregate loss brackets. 

Next trial 

Print out probability distribution 

NOTE: Each time the word “SELECT’ is used in the above process, the program randomly samples 

from the appropriate distribution described in Part I, using a random number generator. 
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RUN 
SELFRISB SJN, FE8 26 1989 13~23.56 

Report year distribution. 
RY Cur. Rsl. 

cwnts sev. 
-- -._____ ___-__- 

1 .38700 .73813 
2 .68700 .twll 
3 .88EQQ I.18197 
1 .3%00 1.37897 
5 .97900 1.67446 
6 .33100 2.16695 
7 1.00000 2.16245 

Cal. Year distrihtlm: 
CY cuia. Rel. 

counts SW. 
__ _.__-_ __.___- 

1 .25712 .26416 
2 .b1217 .70744 
3 .7ooe7 .94040 
1 .63191 1.37362 
5 .90366 1.61661 
6 .93176 2.25062 
7 .95879 2.74726 
8 .98076 2.95857 
3 1.00030 3.16969 

Appendix F 

INPUT RATE OF RETURN (X.Xx) 11.07 
S1=.9999999999996 (maan of ry'cy severities] 
S2'1.632776340059 [second POmeni of ry'cy severi:ies) 
NET S2=.4902816419985 [log(S2)] 
ADJUSTED S=l.715722985358 [ ssrt[log(31) log(s2); ] 
:NPUT NO. TRILS ? 10000 
INPUT PERCENT CLAlWS CLOSED EXPENSE ONLY ?.4 
INPUT UNLIHITED SEVERITY TREND (X.Xx) 71.12 
INPUT ALAE TREND (xxx) ?I.08 
INPUT FREPJENCY TREND (X.Xx) ?I.04 
INPUT CLIENT NAM6 
?XYZ HOSPITAL 
INWT PRESENT YEAR OF CGVERACE 
71 
INPUT LIRIT PER CLAIN FOR THIS YEAR FORNARD 
?1000000 
INPUT AGGREGATE LIMIT FOR THIS YEAR FORWARD 
75000000 
INPUT AVERAGE INDEHN!TY NITH NO LIRIT FOR 7H:S YEAR 
?200000 
AVERAGE ALLOCATED CLAIMS EXPENSE FIRST YEAR 12000 
ALAE ADJ. FACTOR =.65711657248 
INPUT EXPECTED TOTAL CLAIM COUNT FOR THIS YEAR 
?20 
INPUT NET EXPECTED RETAINED LOSSES FOR THIS YEAR 
?1000000 
UNCERTAINTY fACTOF FOR POPKATION MEAN FRETJENCY AND SEVERITY (.XX,.XX)7.:5..:8 
STARTING 
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Appendix F 

KY2 HOSPITAL 

ANNUAL BREAKEVEN CONTRIBUTION FOR SELF-INSURANCE TRW 

INTERVAL NIJMEER OF CWLATIVE 
END POINT TRIALS NUMBER TRIALS 
___-____-- _________ __---________ 

TOT&L AWN1 
CURIJLATIVE 

TOTAL AJ4CUNT 

0 0 0 
100000 20 20 
117210 9 29 
137382 23 52 
161026 31 83 
188739 39 122 
221222 71 193 
259294 98 291 
303920 128 419 
356225 202 621 
417532 237 858 
489390 326 1182 
573615 384 1566 
672336 512 2078 
788046 647 2725 
923611 170 3495 

1082637 Obl 4436 
1268961 965 5401 
1497352 1048 6449 
1743329 1OOb 7453 
2063360 957 8410 
2395027 691 9101 
2807216 479 9580 
3290345 246 9826 
3856621 133 9959 
4520354 40 9999 
$298317 1 10000 
6210170 0 10000 
3210954 0 10000 
8531679 0 10000 

10000000 0 10000 

1567150 
988019 

2979852 
4660393 
6842149 

14544679 
23550079 
36079809 
wJ47061 
91816354 

146497576 
204715603 
319352411 
413392769 
659660990 
943185973 

1131134839 
1441612233 
1614047558 
1806550b99 
1529267998 
1238595136 
137560999 
465756993 
162642492 

4539766 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
1567150 
2555229 
5535081 

10195474 
17031623 
31592303 
55132382 
91212191 

157759252 
2495?5605 
396073181 
600788784 
91914119s 

1392533984 
2052194975 
2995380948 
4126515187 
5568128020 
7182175578 
8988726077 

10517974074 
11756569210 
12494:30209 
12959887202 
:312252969b 
13127069460 
13127069460 
13127069460 
13127069460 
13127069460 

lntarpolated values for selected confidence Icvels. 
(geometric interpolation) 

2340077 9000 
2733743 9500 
3594291 9900 
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aLw 
SELFRISB .YjN. FEE 26 lB6B 15:26.11 

Appendix F 

Repwt yaw 4istrlbutim. 
RY a*. LI. 

count‘ SW. 
__ _______ _____-_ 

1 .39100 .11911 
2 .611100 .B6696 
3 .aaaoo l.lOlBl 
I .95100 1.31991 
5 .B1900 1.61116 
6 .99100 2.16695 
1 1.00000 2.662l5 

cd. h diltribtfOn. 
CY cu. bl. 

__ -_--_. .___.__ 
1 .25142 26616 
2 46241 .7O?Bl 
1 .10061 .91010 
1 .131Bl 1.37362 
5 .90366 1.61661 
6 .93176 2.25062 
7 .BSUB 2.76721 
I .960?6 2.05957 
B 1.00000 3.16989 

IWWT RAIE Of Rfnlffl (X.xX) 71.07 
sl*.999999999PB9a [wan of ry’cy rwwitits] 
52:1.63271634OOS9 [raconb YvUIt of ry’cy sw~riti*rI 
NET 52=.6BO2Sl#lBB95 [WS211 
ADJUSTEO S=1.715722965156 [ rart(lo~(21) - lOB(S2)I 1 
lwul no. TRlALS 7 loo00 
INPUT PEtENl WINS CLOSED EXPENSE 0111 ?.4 
INPUT UNLlNlYED SEVLRIU TREND (X.X3) ?!.lZ 
INPUT ALAE TREND Ixm.1 ?1.06 
INWI FREC3fNCY l&ND iX.kX) ?1.01 
INPUT CLIENI NAME 
?XYZ HOSPITAL 
INPUT PRISENT YUR Of CDVERAGE 
?2 
INPUT PRESENT FUND ASSfTS 
?2950003 
INPUT NUMBER CLAW, WlSTUiDlNt fOR EACH OF THf FIRST 1 YEAR5 Oi COVERACL 
YEAR : 
71 
INWl ULlIl4TE AWAGE (UNLlNllED) INOfWINI:Y RESERVE FOR OPfN CLI:I: FOR ElCH OF 
THE FIRST 1 YEARS Of COVfRlGf 
YEAR 1 
7110000 
INPUT LlMlY PER CLAIR FOR EACH OF YHE FIR3 1 YLARS OF COVERAGE 
YLIR 1 
71000000 
INPUT TARGET ICCLWYE EA(EH OF THE FIRST IYEARS OF COVERAGE 
YEAR I 
71960000 
INPUT LIMIT PER CLAIM FOR THIS YEAR FORYARD 
71000000 
lNW7 ACGRECATE LIMIT FOR THIS YEAR FORWARD 
75000000 
INPUT AVER&E INDfR4ITY NITH NO LIUIT FOR THIS YEAR 
7225000 
AVERAGt ALLoCATfD CLAIK EXPENSE FIN51 YEAR II000 
ALAE ADJ. FACTOR ~.632?169216174 
INPUT EXPECTED TOlAL CLAIR COUNT FOR THIS YEAR 
721 
INWY NET EXPECTEO RETAINED LOSSES FOR THIS YEAR 
?1200300 
UWCERTAINTY FACTORS FOR WPULATIC# NfAN FREQUENCY AND SEVER:IY (.xX. .XX):.lS.. :E 
STARTING 
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Appendix F 

ANNUAL BREAKEVEN CCflTRIWTION FOR SELF-INSURANCE TRUST 

INTERVAL NUHBER OF CUMULATIVE 
END WINT TRIALS NUMBER TRIALS 
---_--____ _________ ________--__- 

0 5583 
120000 111 
140652 91 
164859 81 
193231 76 
226481 118 
265466 133 
311153 138 
364103 1Sl 
427110 158 
5310.38 189 
587268 235 
688338 251 
806803 281 
915656 233 

1108405 289 
1299161 321 
7522753 2?b 
1780823 281 
2091995 233 
2b52032 185 
2874032 109 
3368660 70 
3948blb 30 
4627945 16 
5124425 0 
6357980 0 
7452203 0 
6731145 0 

10238015 0 
12000000 0 

5583 
5997 
6088 
6169 
6215 
6363 
6496 
6634 
6785 
6943 
7132 
7361 
1618 
7899 
6192 
6481 
8602 
9076 
9357 
9590 
9775 
9884 
9954 
9984 

10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 
10000 

TOTAL AJWNT 
___-____-___ 

0 
24646222 
11630798 
12307073 
13571310 
24706476 
32901574 
39861648 
50702085 
62731682 
88302392 

127689223 
159138691 
209627405 
257166219 
296198263 
386577962 
382974193 
162173361 
449359283 
418087611 
286821719 
215857101 
107182615 
68111691 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Interpohted valuer for selected confidence levels: 
(geoeetr ic interpolat ion) 

1457137 9000 
1987531 9500 
2980267 9900 

CUHULATI VE 
TOTAL WNT 
___-____---- 

2464822; 
36179020 
48786092 
62357402 
87063876 

119965452 
159621100 
210529184 
273263867 
361566259 
489255482 
64869b178 
858321584 

lllSb81EO3 
1411686066 
1798261028 
2183238221 
26bS711581 
3095070867 
3513158476 
3799980197 
4015837298 
41233:99:3 
b19lb61605 
b19:461605 
b191b61605 
4191461605 
4191461605 
4191461605 
41914616OS 
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Appendix F 

sefr-lneurence Conlrfbutfon 

tlumtl.r 0, T,l.l. 

I..__..______._.........." 

._.___...._.._......... - .._........... 

_- _ -__ . _ .--. 

. 

10 100 ICOO 1oooc 
ROqUlrOa oonlrlb"tlo" 1000 emltted~ 

Yl*r 1 - IUlLlIMlL 8,R 

XYZ HOSPITAL 
Dislrlbutlon of ReQulred 

Self-lnaurence Contrlbutlon 

10 100 1000 1coco 
RO0”W.d OOntrlbUllOn 1000 OmtttDd, 

YEAR I - IMILIE.H,L SIR 



Appendix F 

XYZ HOSPITAL 
Dlstrlbutlon of Ro~ulred 

Self-lnsursnoe Contrlbutlon 

Numb., a, ,r,.,, 
rzcc 

1000- --- --.--- .-.._.. - ..--. -.. 

800 -..--_.---- __-_ -.l.---~...-_--- . - ..- . _ __. . -_ 

&JQ -.-- . - -.--- -- ...l....t - _^.._ - __........ 

400 -......__.... --....-...---L-- .-.-- -___ ___-.I__- -.-..-.........._.......~........... 

XYZ HOSPITAL 
Dlatrlbutlon of ReQulred 

Self-Insurance Contrlbutlon 
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